The proximity to political and administrative structures and the urban location, where governmental power meets youth and innovation, make UNICA Members key actors in the social, cultural, economic life and in the development of the city and of the country as a whole, and represents an opportunity for Universities to support decisions and policies that contribute to the creation of a Europe based on social understanding, global collaboration, and sustainability.

www.unica-network.eu
UNICA aims at building on the specific profile of its Members to widen and strengthen international collaborations, engage academic leadership, and facilitate networking among academic communities through understanding and sharing between its Members throughout the European Higher Education and Research Areas.
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Secretary General
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UNICA publications

Find out our publications at:
https://www.unica-network.eu/publications/

UNICA Working Groups & activities

- General Assemblies
- Rectors Seminars
- Student activities
- International Relations Group
- UNICA EduLAB

EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY ALLIANCES

- 42 members in European universities alliances
- 21 out of 50 existing alliances have at least one UNICA member

EU-FUNDED PROJECTS

- 36 projects in the last 10 years
- 14 completed projects with UNICA as Coordinator | 19 completed projects with UNICA as partner
- 3 ongoing projects

UNICA PLATFORMS

Connect & contact:

UNICA Secretariat
Rue d’Egmont 11
1000 Brussels, Belgium

office@unica-network.eu
+32 2 5147900

@NetworkUnica
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